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exclusive production measurements in a nutshell

Select J/ψ →µ+µ− in an empty detector
Extend coverage with forward shower counters (Herschel, AOD)
This requires events with exactly one interaction
At run III the number of simultanious interactions is increased reducing the
probability of single interation events
Even in single interaction events some non-exclusive events escape detection
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Fit model to the pT distribution

∥t∥ distribution becomes unaccessible

Measurements are model dependent

proton tagger would be a way out (not for run III)
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https://lhcbproject.web.cern.ch/Publications/LHCbProjectPublic/LHCb-PAPER-2018-011.html


what can we gain in run III we couldn’t get in run II?

more statistics
needs a way to to use only tracks and not use calorimeters due to pileup

different states
Better precision for J/ψ unlikely

better detectors
Upgraded LHCb detector allows to trigger on soft hadrons
Utilise special runs in filling schemes

fixed target
SMOG2 allows for running in pp luminosity production runs

This introduction has my personal viewpoint and is slightly focussed on LHCb
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charmonium and friends

Charmonium system 1

Charmonium System

Updated July 2021.

The level scheme of meson states containing a minimal quark content of cc. The name of
a state is determined by its quantum numbers IGJPC (see the review “Naming Scheme
for Hadrons”). States with unestablished quantum numbers are called X and are drawn
according to our best estimate of their likely JPC . States included in the Summary
Tables are shown with solid lines; selected states not in the Summary Tables, but with
assigned quantum numbers, are shown with dotted lines. The arrows indicate the most
dominant hadronic transitions. Single photon transitions, including ψ(nS) → γηc(mS),
ψ(nS) → γχcJ(1P ), and χcJ (1P ) → γJ/ψ, are omitted for clarity. For orientation, the
location of the thresholds related to a pair of ground state open charm mesons is indicated
in the figure.

P.A. Zyla et al. (Particle Data Group), Prog. Theor. Exp. Phys. 2020, 083C01 (2020) and 2021 update
December 1, 2021 08:45
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ηc, χc and hc

There are plenty of fully charged decay channels with many tracks and low
branching fraction

exclusive ηc production probes odderon exchange

χc production has already been seen at the LHC

exclusive χc (3872) is still missing

Look at ϕϕ, pp, ΛΛ, Ξ−Ξ+ and J/ψπ+π−.
More challenging final states include 2(π+π−), 3(π+π−) and hc → K 0

S K
±π∓π+π−

With particle identification and high luminosity and good tracking efficiency new
states can be measured.
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What if single interaction events are necessary?

run II data

special runs (minuscule luminosity)

special bunches

ghost charges
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pilot bunches

The LHC injector chain can generate bunches in a large bunch parameter space.
Intensity between 5 · 109 − 1011 and emittance between 0.8− 2.5µm. reference
Those bunches can be filled before the high intensity bunch trains are filled. They
can not be placed in the LHC injection kicker rise time (the kicker ejects them) but
there is a potential that they can be placed in the abort gap.
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https://accelconf.web.cern.ch/p03/PAPERS/TPPE004.PDF


special reduced intensity bunch placement

 

It should be noted that in each case the particularities of the scheme determines the number of 
bunches in each LHC ring. However for each scheme the bunch characteristics, such as 
intensity and emittance, can be varied within the limits imposed by the LHC and its injector 
chain. For example, the intensity per bunch can be varied in all cases from a minimum of 
around 5x109 protons to a maximum presently limited by the stored beam power in the 
machine.  

2. The 25 ns Scheme 
This is the principal scheme that will be used for high luminosity operation. The beam is 
arranged in the form of 39 batches of 72 bunches. The bunches in each batch are spaced at 
25ns. Between the batches are gaps to allow for the SPS and LHC kicker rise times. This 
makes a total of 2808 bunches per LHC ring.   

The scheme is illustrated in Figure 1. As with all the schemes described here, bunch 1 is 
defined to be the first bunch after the beam dump gap. The filling scheme can be described in 
the following form:  

3564 = 3 x [(72b + 8e) x 3 + 30e] + 1e + 2 x [(72b + 8e) x 3 + 30e] + [(72b + 8e) x 4 + 31e] x 3 + 80e 

 

LHC (1-RING) = 88.924 µs

3-batch 4-batch

PS = 1/11 SPS

SPS = 7/27 LHC

72-Bunches at
25ns Spacing

τ1

τ2

τ3
τ4

τ5

Bunch Train Pattern

333 334 334 334
Filling Scheme

3564 = {3 x [(72b + 8e) x 3 + 30e]} + 1e
+ {2 x [(72b + 8e) x 3 + 30e] + [(72b + 8e) x 4 + 31e]} x 3
+ 80e

Beam Gaps

τ1 = 12 bunch gap in the PS (72 bunches on h=84)
τ2 = 8 missing bunches (SPS Injection Kicker Rise time = 225ns).
τ3 = 38 missing bunches (LHC Injection Kicker Rise Time = 0.975µs).
τ4 = 39 missing bunches (                    “                  1.0µs).
τ5 = 119 missing bunches (LHC Beam Dump Kicker Rise Time = 3µs).

 

Figure 1: Schematic of the Bunch Disposition around an LHC Ring  
for the 25ns Filling Scheme 

 

 2

put the bunch in the about
gap (τ5)

intensity is limited by
machine protection limits (it
will be dumped in the
superconducting magnets
around the beam dump
kicker)

will need RnD for the abort
gap cleaning and monitoring

This scheme is not up to date but shows the concept. reference
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http://cds.cern.ch/record/691782/files/project-note-323_v1.pdf


this is the end

there will be less single collision bunch crossings

in special runs single collision bunch crossings can be recorded

special bunches may be possible but require significant RnD

model dependent, tracking based measurements will benefit from larger
luminosity
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